
LoBeams ships in “simple” 
mode.

To customize your 
LoBeams, first “unlock it” 
by holding down BOTH 
power buttons for about 
three seconds until the 
light turns pinkpink, then 
immediatly release...

Your LoBeams is water 
resistant, but you should 
NOT submerge it fully in 
water.

Quick Start Guide

We’ve made your LoBeams headlamp as  
intuitive as possible, but there are a few things to know  

before starting your journey.

The Settings Button  
cycles through four 
brightness levels

The Power Button 
turns the headlamp   
on and off.

The Band is highly 
breathable and fully 
adjustable. To make it 
smaller, simply slide the 
two brackets away from 
each other. To make it 
bigger slide them toward 
each other. 

The Battery Life 
Indicator will illuminate 
up to four red lights  right 
after you turn the power 
off. These indicate the 
approximate battery 
power you can expect  
to have left.

The Charging Port works 
best with the supplied 
USB cable. It will take ≈4 
hours to get a full charge. 
Make sure to keep it 
closed when it’s not in use 
to avoid collecting dust 
and debris.

Get to Know 
your LoBeams

LoBeams operates on a simple set of basic principles. 
Once you wrap your head around them, using it will 
become second nature. Read on to learn more. →
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Lamp position and corresponding mode:

Social mode is what makes 
LoBeams special. When you set 
it to the lowest position (4), your 
LoBeams enters social mode. In 
social mode it’s smart enough to 
turn off when you’re engaging 
with others and allow you to 
control your headlamp completely 
hands-free.

The angle of the 
headlamp determines 
which mode you’re in!
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The Sweet Spot

Is your activation point set correctly?

The setting for the head angle 
at which the light will turn on in 
social mode is called the activation 
point. The default setting has been 
meticulously calibrated to work 
perfectly for most people right out 
of the box. 

If you’re one of those people, 
all you need to do is wear the 
headlamp low on your head and 
click down the lamp to it’s lowest 
position and you’re ready for social 
mode.

If your light isn’t coming on when 
you want it to, set your own  
sweet spot by recalibrating it with 
these simple steps.

Wear 
it Low!

No.

Yes.

The activation point works 
best when worn low on 
the forehead close to the 
browline. If worn with a hat 
it should be placed below 
the brim.

Worn too high to work 
properly:

Finding the 
Sweet Spot:

Stand up straight with 
your head held at a 
neutral, comfortable 
angle and the lamp 
position set to 4. 
Make sure your 
headlamp is worn in 
the proper position, 
low on the forehead.

Look straight ahead at 
the horizon line while 
pressing the settings 
button for about half 
a second until the 
headlamp blinks green. 
The green blink means 
it has recorded your 
new activation point. 
Now test it out!

Lowering the activation 
point: If you find yourself 
shining it at people 
in conversation, try 
recalibrating while angling 
your head slightly below 
the horizon line.

Raising the activation 
point: If you’re having to 
crane your neck down 
to activate the light, try 
recalibrating while angling 
your head slightly above 
the horizon line.
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The brightness of the light you’ll 
get from your LoBeams is up to 
you. There are four light brightness 
options, which are chosen by 
repeatedly tapping the ridged 
settings button. 

We suggest playing around with 
these light styles until you figure 
out what works best for what type 
of usage. 

These settings apply to both 
normal and social mode.

In social mode, your LoBeams isn’t 
on all the time. This allows much 
longer battery life than a standard 
headlamp, providing you much 
more bang for your charging buck! 

The buttons will be 
reversed when you’re 
wearing it.

It matters how you press 
the buttons!
The settings cycle uses 
short-presses,  meaning 
quickly tapping the 
settings button the way 
you would tap a space bar 
while typing.

LoBeams Remembers 
When powered on, your headlamp will 
start from whatever point in the brightness 
setting cycle you last used.
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Turn LoBeams off before 
you put it away!

Storing your headlamp 
carefully when you’re on 
the move will ensure it 
doesn’t accidentally get 
turned on, overheating 
and draining the battery 
life while it’s stuffed in the 
bottom of a bag.

But wait! There’s more.

For an in-depth video tutorial on more of the amazing 
things your LoBeams can do (colored light anyone?),  

visit LoBeams.com/GetStarted
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